On the basis of the Minister of National Education regulation dated 30th August 2021 beginning on the 1st January 2022 the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was given a new name – Witelon Collegium State University.

This name identify the University in a unique way, pointing to the character of its activity. The name change is coinciding with the concept of the development direction of the University that the University will try to substantially change the character of its activity, broadening the educational offerings; but also – which is vital – starting research activities and integration with business environment. The University sees the need to stress the interdisciplinary and practical character of education. Nevertheless, noting social expectations, the University wants to develop in the direction of an academic unit.

The new name, on one hand, reflect the character of the University the strongest, and on the other hand, it is a strong distinguishing factor on the map of European colleges. A factor, at the same time, set in the region where the University is situated. Because the patron of the University – Vittelo – was strongly connected with Legnica. His importance for the region is also stressed by outside initiatives connected with science, e.g. Vittelo Centre in development by Legnica at the moment.

Vittelo was a scientist with an extremely innovative approach to science. Our University is the same – it’s a place connecting culture, science, education, business. It’s a meeting place for people with an innovative view towards people and the world.

The Witelon Collegium State University is an excellent place for studying. In previous years, we provided students with a modern educational infrastructure, laboratories and professional science and educational staff, who oversee high standards of education. Moreover, we customized the campus to the needs of students, who eagerly use the cultural and sports facilities at the same time getting to know different aspects of the so called students’ life.

The University cooperates with many academic bodies, among others, in Turkey, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Romania, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, Slovenia, Ukraine, Latvia and Italy. Thanks to this fact the Witelon Collegium State University is a centre of intercultural research and has the chance to educate in the spirit of permeating and complementing of cultures, looking for and teaching dialogue, respecting and cultivating traditions.

Fully understanding local needs and requirements the Witelon Collegium State University fully identifies with the city. That is why it actively works to develop science, culture and economy as an initiator of the local life of Legnica and Lower Silesia voivodship citizens.
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The Witelon Collegium State University is one of the oldest public vocational schools in Poland. It is one of the ‘pioneer’ three schools of this type founded in 1998. The University in just a couple of years has become one of the biggest universities of this type in Poland, even now – in an unfavorable demographical situation – it educates over three thousand students in full-time, part-time and postgraduate courses. The floor area of lecture halls exceeds 21,000 m², over two hectares.

The goal of the Witelon Collegium State University is passing on knowledge in the scope of the courses and specializations, vocational, academic and continuing education of highly qualified and entrepreneurial staff that are capable of facing economic and social challenges in the region as well as the country.

In the previous years the University has developed into an autonomic academic institution. The most important events in the history of the Witelon Collegium State University are worth listing.

16 June 1998 - pursuant to the Regulation of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Poland the State University in Legnica was founded on 1st July 1998.

1 July 1998 - the State University in Legnica was founded and prof. dr hab. Stanisław Dąbrowski became the Rector of the University.

15 March 2000 – pursuant to the Regulation of the minister of National Education the University changed its name to ‘The State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica’.

9 June 2001 – the University won the Dolnośląski Klucz Sukcesu.

30 August 2001 – the State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was awarded ‘Modernization of the Year 2000’ in the category of Educational Facilities for modernizing Building A.

15 October 2001 – the first graduation ceremony of bachelors took place at the State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

13 April 2002 – the first graduation ceremony of engineers took place at the State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

13 February 2003 – Conference-Show Center was opened.
25 March 2003 - pursuant to the Regulation of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Poland the State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was named after Witelon

13 February 2004 – classes started at the newly renovated wing at Sejmowa 5C street.

16 June 2007 – the first Graduates’ Reunion took place at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

16 June 2008 – during 10th anniversary celebrations of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica a scientific session titled: Achievements and future of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica took place.

8 October 2008 - during the inauguration of the Academic Year 2008/2009 the standard was handed over to the University’s governing body.

3 December 2008 - the Minister of Science and Higher Education certified the Faculty of Management and Computer Sciences to conduct MA courses in the field of Production Management and Engineering.

23 January 2009 – the University of the Third Age was founded at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

8 October 2009 – opening ceremony of the Students’ Dormitory of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

5 April 2011 – 770 anniversary of the Battle of Legnica was commemorated by organizing a scientific conference: Battle with Mongols at Wahlstatt – place, background, environment, relations.

19 May 2011 - the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica placed third among state vocational universities in Poland in the ‘Rzeczpospolita’ and ‘Perspektywy’ publications ranking.

1 June 2011 – in the Collegium Novum hall of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received the certificate of the first edition of the Uczelnia Liderów competition and Primus honor.

13 December 2011 – Entrepreneurs’ Magazine „Europejska Firma” gave the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica the title of Efektywna Firma 2010. The University was chosen from among 30,000 businesses.

24 February 2012 – a conference titled Vocational education for industry took place at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica, it was co-organized by KGHM Polska Miedź S.A., OHP in Legnica, Legnicka Specjalna Strefa Ekonomiczna and the Towon Hall of Legnica.

Waldemar Pawlak – vice-chair of the Council of Ministers and the Minister of Economy was a guest of the conference.

1 September 2012 – the organization structure of the University changed: the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences, Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences and Faculty of Technical and Economic Sciences were founded.

18 December 2012 – a Council, founded pursuant to the Higher Education Act, assembled at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.
14 June 2013 - cooperation agreement between the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica and the Legnicka Specjalna Strefa Ekonomiczna was signed.

14 June 2013 - to celebrate 15th anniversary of the University a Senate meeting of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica took place. During the celebration a bust of the Patron of the University, a great scholar – Witelon – was unveiled.

15 June 2013 - Graduates’ Reunion of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica took place, celebrating the 15th anniversary of the University.

11 December 2013 - Tadeusz Tadla, a graduate of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica, was awarded the highest honor in IQ Medallion of Excellence Distinction World and Country Gold.

20 – 22 March 2014 - the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica hosted the participants of the XX Jubileuszowego Zgromadzenia Plenarnego Konferencji Rektorów Publicznych Szkół Zawodowych (KRePSZ).

2 – 5 July 2014 - the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was a co-organizer of the X World University Archery Championships.

10 October 2014 – in the Henryk Mikołaj Górecki Philharmonic in Katowice Students’ Club AZS of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was awarded for organizing the World University Archery Championships.

6 December 2014 – the Ministry of Health awarded the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica a prize for taking III place in a plebiscite for the best post-
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A graduate course program. The award was given for a project Effective Management of Health Institutions.

9 February 2015 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica during a conference Smarter or How to Educate and Train for the Economy in Bolesławiec was awarded a prize by the Ministry of Economy for special achievements in promoting and conducting professional training, effective cooperation with employees in the process of educating the youth for the local job market. Moreover, a student of the Faculty of Technical and Economical Sciences of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica Karolina Gruszczyńska received a diploma and a prize from the Legnicka Specjalna Strefa Ekonomiczna.

9 April 2015 – a letter of intent for creating a Lower Silesian Educational Cluster was signed at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

29 October 2015 – during a session of the Lower Silesian Regional Assembly employees of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received Złote Odznaki Honorowe Zasłużony dla Województwa Dolnośląskiego. Rector prof. Ryszard K. Pisarski, deputy rector prof. Jerzy J. Pietkiewicz and prof. Ludwig Schmahl were the recipients. Srebrna Odznaka Honorowa was received by mgr Robert Burba – the chancellor of the University.

5 November 2015 – doctor Helena Babiuch, the Deputy Rector for Education and Student Affairs of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received the title of Polska Nagroda Innowacyjności 2015, which was awarded to our University during the III Polish Congress of Entrepreneurs in Łódź.

23 December 2015 – Research Bulletins of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica got seven points in the list of scientific publications published by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

28 February 2016 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica won Lower Silesian championships in women volleyball.
9 March 2016 – cooperation agreement between the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica and the Municipal Branch of the Children’s Friends Association (TPD) in Legnica was signed.

8 June 2016 – our University got the first place in Lower Silesia and the fourth place among all vocational universities in Poland in the ranking held by “Perspektywy”.

5 July 2016 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica in the Palace of the Warsaw Society of Friends of Learning in Warsaw during a celebration summarizing the VI edition of the National Program of Certifying Universities Uczelnia Liderów, organized by the Foundation for Development of Education and Higher Learning was awarded the certificate Uczelnia Liderów. During the gala the Rector of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica prof. dr hab. inż. Ryszard K. Pisarski received the Aurea Praxis reward.

3 October 2017 – in the County Office in Jawor a Partnership Agreement between Jawor Poviat and the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was signed. The Agreement concerned the realization of a project „New Face of Vocational Education in Jawor Poviat”.

19 October 2017 – at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica the University signed an agreement on joining the program Santander Universidades.

27 October 2016 – our University was the winner of the Polish Innovation Award 2016. It was awarded for implementing a system of practical education based on joining internships with transfer projects.

8 November 2017 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica joined the Academic League program.

13 April 2018 – the second edition of the Polish Students Conference of Young Medical Professionals was held at the Conference Center. It was organized by the Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences and Young Medical Professionals Club.

15 June 2018 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica celebrated 20th anniversary of its founding.
5 July 2018 – the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received the certification to conduct MA courses in Law from the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

2 August 2018 – the Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received certification to conduct MA courses in Nursing from the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

10 October 2018 – at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica an agreement on subsidizing the operating program „Knowledge - Education – Development 2014 – 2020” was signed. On behalf of the Ministry of Health the agreement was signed by the Undersecretary of State Zbigniew Józef Król. The University was represented by Deputy Rector for Science and Foreign Cooperation prof. dr hab. inż. Jerzy Jan Pietkiewicz. The University was granted 2 190 438,25 PLN for „Developing and Implementing Development Program of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica in the Nursing Course together with Graduate Development Program” which was submitted in a competition held by the Ministry of Health.

20 February 2019 – Monoprofile Center for Medical Simulation at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was opened.

9 April 2019 – the Rector of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica dr hab. inż. Ryszard K. Pisarski received the title of Doctor Honoris Causa from the Iwan Franka State Pedagogical University in Drohobycz.

5 June 2019 – at the HQ of the Legnicka Specjalna Strefa Ekonomiczna an agreement on a patronage of the Academic Technical School in Legnica was signed.

24 June 2019 – the government of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica took part in the final gala of the IX edition of the Polish Competition and Accreditation Program „Uczelnia Liderów”. The gala was held in the Lubomirski Palace, and the University received an award and an honor in the competition.
5 February 2020 – over 5,500 students and teachers from Legnica and the local area were presented the offer of high schools, universities and institutions specializing in developing professional competencies and job market activation during the XI Legnica Educational Presentations at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

20 March 2020 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica donated a batch of protective suits to EMT teams from the Emergency Service and 3M masks series 6000 with 3MPP filters to the employees of the Hospital Emergency Ward of the Voivodship Specialist Hospital in Legnica.

30 April 2020 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica donated 3000 three-layer masks to the Voivodship Specialist Hospital in Legnica and the A. Wolańczyk Poviat Hospital in Złotoryja.

15 May 2020 – at the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica an agreement for conducting a research titled „Developing in Simulated Testing Conditions a Device for Mechanical Ventilation of People with Respiratory Distress and Creating an Initial Opinion on the Usefulness and Correct Functioning in the Conditions of Emergency Medicine” was signed.

18 May 2020 – the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica was one of the winners of the „Best Polish Vocational Universities”, a competition organized by the Information Center in Poznań.

29 June 2020 – our University won „Academic Oscar” and „Uczelni Liderów 2020 Certificate” at the X Polish Competition and Certification Program of Universities.
1 September 2020 – prof. dr hab. Andrzej Panasiuk became the new Rector of the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica. He replaced prof. dr hab. dr h.c. inż. Ryszard K. Pisarski.

29 September 2020 – the first meeting of the 7th Term Senate of the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica took place.

6 October 2020 – a formal inauguration of the Academic Year 2020/2021 took place at the Conference Center of the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica.

31 March 2021 - the Senate of the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica approved the motion to change the name of the University to „Witelon Collegium State University”.

21 June 2021 – the University awarded Doctor Honoris Causa for the first time. The highest academic honor went to prof. dr hab. Nadija Skotna.

22 June 2021 – the Senate of the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica made changes to the University Development Strategy, which talks about introducing tasks concerning scientific development.

29 July 2021 – the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received certification from the Minister of Science and Education to conduct MA courses in Production Engineering and Logistics.

30 July 2021 – the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received certification from the Minister of Science and Education to conduct MA courses in Public Administration Manager.

24 August 2021 – the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica received certification from the Minister of Science and Education to conduct BA courses in Obstetrics.

6 September 2021 – a regulation of the Minister of Education and Science was published. It changed the name the Witelone State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica to the Witelone Collegium State University. The change of name took place in the 1st of January 2022.
All the fields of studies at our University have a practical profile, which significantly improves chances of finding work after graduation. Candidates choose the field of studies during the recruitment process and the specialization during studies.

Bachelor degrees:

**ADMINISTRATION**

**INTERNAL SECURITY**

**DIETETICS**
specialization:
- Clinical Dietetics
- Dietary Counseling and Dietetics in Gastronomy

**PHILOLOGY**
specialization:
- English Philology

**FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND TAXES**
specialization:
- Economic Entities Finance
- Accounting and Taxes

**NURSING**

**OBSTETRICS**

**EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES**

**MANAGEMENT**
specialization:
- Lean Management
- Company Management
- HR Management

Engineering degrees:

**ENERGY PRODUCTION**
specialization:
- Operation of Machines, Devices and Energy Production Systems
- Energy of Renewable Sources
COMPUTER SCIENCE
specialization:
• Mobile Applications Programming
• IT Systems Security
• Computer Graphics
• Development and Operations (specialization developed in cooperation with SPYROSOFT S.A.)

LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORT
specialization:
• logistics and transport systems engineering
• Railway Transport Engineering (under the patronage of POL-MIEDŻ TRANSP z o.o.)

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEERING
specialization:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Automotive Engineering (specialization modified in cooperation with Haerter Technika Wytworzeń Sp. z o.o.)
• Industrial Systems and Processes

INTERNAL SECURITY

FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT IN BUSINESS
specialization:
• Business Finance and Investments
• Business Management and Innovation
• Work and Human Capital Management

PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS ENGINEERING
specialization:
• Industry 4.0 (including innovative IT devices used in industry)
• Smart Logistics (including innovative IT devices and drones used in logistics)

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION MANAGER
NURSING
PUBLIC HEALTH
specialization:
• Organizing Medical Rescue and Crisis Management
• Promoting Health

Uniform MA degrees:

PHYSIOTHERAPY
PRE-SCHOOL AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
LAW

The information does not constitute an offer with the meaning of the Civil Code.
The Witelon Collegium State University didactic base consists of buildings located at Sejmowa street; the total area is almost 5 hectares. The buildings, almost until the end of the 20th century, were used as military barracks.

Besides the campus there is a Dormitory at Mickiewicza street – the building was meticulously renovated for students from outside Legnica and foreign students from the Erasmus + program.

The campus has three didactic buildings (A, C and E), one intended for adaptation as a didactic building (B) and the Projects and Education Center (D).

In the classes there are interactive boards, computers, projectors, TV sets with DVD players and audio equipment. Language labs are equipped with: TV sets, video players, audio equipment and CD/DVD players.

Students learn in comfortable conditions in spacious rooms. In classes and language labs there are two and three person tables and chairs.

Building A

• 8 lecture halls
• 3 language labs
• 16 classrooms
• 5 computer labs
• 5 medical labs: nurse skills lab, long-term care lab, EMT lab, kinesiotherapy lab, physiotherapy and massage lab
• Monoprofile Medical Simulation Center
• Rector’s office, administration office, secretary’s office and dean’s offices of the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences, Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences and administrative rooms.
• Scientific Reading Room No. 3 and the Information and Documentation Center
• students’ café
• gym
• fitness club
Monoprofile Medical Simulation Center

The Monoprofile Medical Simulation Center is a part of the Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences of the Wite-lon Collegium State University. It is organized like a real hospital. Medical simulation allows for educating Nursing students in the situations of saving lives and implementing professional care of patients with different diseases. During classes the medical simulations are faithful to reality which means that the students are in conditions of physical and emotional realism allowing for experiencing work in conditions close to reality.

In the Monoprofile Medical Simulation Center there are specialized labs:
- nursing skills lab,
- OSCE exam lab,
- debriefing lab,
- nursing care high fidelity lab,
- BLS/ALS simulation lab,
- technical skills education lab,
- nursing and obstetrics skills lab.

Additionally, there is an EMT team simulator. EMS students can learn emergency medicine using an ambulance simulator. It is a fully equipped vehicle with professional equipment.
Photovoltaic farm

The Witel Colleium State University has built a photovoltaic farm. This investment is an important part of developing a research-didactic base of the University; it is used to create new educational courses, planned by the University in the nearest future. The building of the photovoltaic farm, which is in 1:1 scale and its integration with the Renewable Energy Sources Laboratory (the Faculty of Technical and Economic Sciences, and the planned Effective Energy Management Center will surely influence the advantage in the area of didactic equipment and will improve the attractiveness of the University.
Building C

- 4 lecture halls
- 2 computer labs
- 4 language labs
- 33 classrooms
- specialized laboratories: chemistry, physics, materials science, mechanical properties and measurements
- labs: physiological, ecology and environmental protection, and institutional food
- secretary’s office and Dean’s office of the Faculty of Technical and Economic Sciences, administrative rooms
- recording studio
- Library
- Press and Magazines Reading Room
- Science Reading Room No. 1
- Science Reading Room No. 2
- Academic High School
- Academic Technical School

Building E - Conference Center

There are four fully independent lecture halls, separated by soundproof walls, which can hold almost a thousand people. Modular construction allows for any configuration: if needed the halls can be joined together and seat 750 people and the lecture can be broadcast in the fourth hall, due to the fact one lecture can be attended by almost a thousand people.

The semi-circular stands can be retracted. When fully retracted the hall can hold sports competitions, fairs, exhibitions and cultural events.
Buildings D - Projects and Education Center

- biochemistry and toxicology lab
- microbiology lab
- anthropometric lab
- eco-lab
- microprocessing technology lab
- electronics and measurement labs
- e-education lab
- renewable energy sources lab
- Sociotherapy Center for therapeutic classes for children and the youth and parents of children with behavioral disorders.

The labs are equipped in such a way that they can be used in different forms of therapeutic work: music therapy, bibliotherapy, and other forms of art therapy, individual therapy rooms.

Dormitory at A. Mickiewicza 10 street

Located in the city center, next to the park and sports facilities (stadium, tennis courts). Its great advantage is being close to the University – around a 15 minute walk from the campus.

The Dormitory offers:
- 161 students capacity
- furnished rooms for 1, 2, 3 and 4 people
- kitchenettes
- phones, internet connection and TV
- kitchens with fridges and electric cookers
- common dining rooms and learning rooms
- laundry
Our campus
The Library of the Witelon Collegium State University is an organization open to changes, flexible in the terms of its function and service supporting information needs of the members of the academic community, striving for integration with the closer (the University) and further environment – through creating a scientific-educational base for the needs of the University and the region.

The Library of the Witelon Collegium State University gathered over 88,000 books in Polish and foreign languages and 2,900 units of special collections. The library subscribes to 94 printed magazines, 15 in an electronic form and gets 16 titles donated in a printed form. Overall number of printed magazines is 449 titles.

Digital collection of the Library is formed by on-line reading rooms: IBUK Libra iBiblio Ebookpoint (Multimedia Digital Library) with over 4000 e-books and a digital rental library of books and scientific magazines ACADEMICA (access to over 3 million publications in all areas of knowledge). The Library is a part of the Lower Silesian Digital Library Consortium (DBC). The DBC of the Wrocław University of Science and Technology gives access to 84,516 digital publications.

The users also have access to the digital licensed text databases in the VIRTUAL SCIENCE LIBRARY and PROQUEST base. Additionally, readers have access to the law information system LEX.

The Library is fully computerized, it has the PROLIB, which is an integrated, professional software allowing for full automation of library processes connected with gathering, processing and searching for books, magazines and special collections. It also allows for sharing its own catalogues on the Internet.

The source of knowledge about the library collection is the PROLIB INTEGRO. It allows for searching the local library catalogue with full text searching of databases and e-book platforms. INTEGRO can be used on any device with full functionality.

The Library users can use book drop boxes. They are located in building C and the parking lot. They make it possible to return books when the Library is closed.

Additionally, readers can use mobile learning and individual work space. It is a sound-proof space for work where a student has the ability to prepare for exams and classes. The space is equipped with computers connected to the information-library collection. Readers can also use multimedia equipment: mobile interactive monitor and a multifunction TV set with a computer.
The Library of the Witelon Collegium State University is suitable for the disabled architectonically as well as equipment-wise. All books are marked with tags in the Braille language.

The Library has computer stations for readers with sight, hearing and movement disabilities. They consist of the following elements:

- computers,
- Magic Plus magnifying and sound software,
- MAGicKeyboard for people with sight disabilities,
- Maltron 3D keyboards,
- keyboards with a special frame – a metal attachment with holes
- Zoom Text keyboards,
- BigTrack specialized mouse,
- Braille Mountbatten Brailler MBWriter Plus printer,
- Braille Pen 12 keyboards with a screen for the blind, standing magnifiers Topaz XL, portable electronic magnifying glasses QuoicklookTouch.
University’s cooperation with foreign universities in the Erasmus+ and PO Wer programs, which allow students to travel with a stipend in order to study, do internships and practice. Taking part in one of the programs is, first of all, an attractive form of learning a language. Everyday use of a foreign language allows for fast mastering of communication skills and proper phonetics. Fluency in a foreign language is an important capital for building a professional carrier, and the international experiences are one of the more important factors which distinguish our graduates on the job market.

Witelon Collegium State University is also a part of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS), which goal is to unify studying in Europe, and in turn full recognition of periods of studying spent abroad and in Poland.

The University cooperates with the following foreign partners in the Erasmus+ and PO WER programs:

- **Belgium** – PXL University College;
- **Bulgaria** – Technical University of Gabrovo;
- **Croatia** – Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek;
- **Denmark** – International Business Academy in Kolding;
- **France:**
  - Université Jean Monnet – Saint Etenne (IUT ROANNE),
  - Université Grenoble Alpes;
- **Greece:**
  - University of Piraeus,
  - University of the Peloponnese;
- **Spain:**
  - Universidad de Almeria,
  - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos,
  - Universidad de Malaga;
  - Universidad De La Laguna on Tenerife;
- **Lithuania** – Klaipeda State College;
- **Latvia** – Rīga Stradiņš University;
- **Germany:**
  - Alanus Hochschule für Kunst und Gesellschaft,
  - Hochschule Bremen,
  - Hochschule für öffentliche Verwaltung Kehl,
  - Pädagogische Hochschule Ludwigsburg,
  - Fachhochschule Nordhausen,
  - Fachhochschule Schmalkalden,
  - Bergische Universität Wuppertal,
  - Fachhochschule der Polizei des Landes Brandenburg,
  - Hochschule der Sachsischen Polizei;
• **Portugal:**
  – Instituto Politécnico de Portalegre,
  – Universidade do Algarve,
  – Polytechnic Institute of Braganca,
  – Universidade Nova de Lisboa;

• **Romania:**
  – 1 Decembrie 1918 University of Alba Iulia,
  – Romanian-American University in Bucharest,
  – University of Bucharest;

• **Slovakia:**
  – Univerzita Pavla Jozefa Safarikav Košicach

• **Turkey:**
  – Cukurova University,
  – Hatay Mustafa Kemal University,
  – Istanbul Aydin University,
  – Istanbul Commerce University,
  – Istanbul Okan University,
  – Mersin University,
  – Mugla Sıtkı Kocman University,
  – Selçuk University in Konya,
  – Sivas Cumhuriyet University,
  – Yasar University,
  – Akşaray University,
  – Cankiri Karatekin University,
  – Karadeniz Technical University;

• **Italy:**
  – Universita degli Studi di Palermo,
  – Niccolo Cusano University.

Abroad stays of students last from 2 to 12 months in case of studying and 2 months in case of internships. It is also an interesting offer for faculty members and administrative employees who can spend 5 days abroad giving lectures for foreign students or for training purposes.

The University constantly expands the offer for students so that every interested student, who has good scores and knows a foreign language, has a chance to do part of their studies in one of the partner universities.

For student exchange matters contact Foreign Cooperation Section, building C 216 (II floor). More information at www.bw.collegiumwitelona.pl
Students of the Witelon Collegium State University can develop their interests in students’ scientific organizations operating under each faculty.

**Faculty of Social and Human Sciences:**
- „Ordo et Ius” Science Club
- „Alternatywa” Science Club
- Business Language Science Club
- „Renesans” Science Club
- Internal Security Science Club
- Secure Diversitas Science Club
- „APRI LE TUE ALI” Science Club

**Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences:**
- Young Medical Professionals Science Club – Nursing and EMT sections
- Dietitians Science Club
- Physiotherapists Science Club

**Faculty of Technical and Economic Sciences:**
- Modern IT Science Club
- Quality Management Science Club
- „Economicus” Science Club
- Logistics and Transport Science Club
- „Ferrum” Science Club
- Interdisciplinary Innovation Science Club

Moreover, everyone can actively take part in students’ life, be active and work in favor of the University and the academic community, and develop their passions in the AZS University Club, and also fulfill their own ideas by participating in the activities of the Student Council.

**AZS Witelon Collegium State University Club**

Systematic classes at AZS: volleyball, basketball, swimming, table tennis, running, futsal, handball and aerobics.

**Student Council University Board (RUSS)**

Is the representative of the student of the Witelon Collegium State University and organizes students’ cultural-entertainment parties, charity campaigns and many others.
Every year it starts its work with organizing an initiation ceremony which aim is to welcome freshman students at the University. It also organizes discos from time to time. Sketch shows are very popular, in the past the University held shows of the following sketch shows: Nic się nie stało, Kabaret-Skeczów Męczących, DNO, NoNejm oraz Paraniennonalni.

Main work point of RUSS is organizing the annual higher education students’ holiday, many music stars have performed during the holiday: Jay Delano, ATB, Alchemist Project, East Clubbers, Strachy na Lachy, COMA, Kult, Urszula, Lady Pank, Kto To, Łzy, Maryla Rodowicz, Uniting Nations, Szymon Wydra, Ira, Myslovitz, Piżama Porno, Big Cyc and Dżem.

In the last weeks of every year a charity campaign “Students for Children” takes place at the Witelon Collegium State University. There were also organized such noble campaigns as blood donation or potential marrow donors registration.

**Students’ Association of Children’s Friends (SKTPD) at the Witelon Collegium State University**

Students’ Association of Children’s Friends (SKTPD) at the Witelon Collegium State University. The main aim is helping children, healthy and disabled alike, orphaned and living in unfavorable environments. SKTPD organizes educational, caretaking, help and charity activities for children on its own or ordered by other institutions and organizations. Voluntary work has the form of taking part in different charity campaigns, food collection, sports competitions or discussion panels with people involved in activities benefiting children.
• founded in 1998
• over 25,000 graduates
• Faculty of Social and Human Sciences
• Faculty of Technical and Economic Sciences
• Faculty of Health and Physical Culture Sciences
• Institute of Technology and Innovation
• Monoprofile Centre of Medical Simulation
• multiple winner of the Uczelnia Liderów title
• MA, BA and engineering studies
• full-time and part-time studies
• EMBA degree
• free full-time studies
• attractive and practical degrees and specializations
• postgraduate studies, courses and training programs
• courses and language certificates Language Cert Test of English
• CISCO Academy
• ECDL exam
• stipend system and financial assistance
• comfortable studying and accommodation conditions
• modern educational base
• specialized laboratories and computer labs
• photovoltaic farm
• medical lab
• library
• internships in country and abroad
• studying abroad
• cooperation with local businesses
• we acquire EU funds
• acquiring additional skills by taking part in certified training courses
• workshops: sign language, meditation course, art therapy course
• modern dormitory
• campus online – wi-fi connection on the entire campus
• gym, fitness
• rich student life
• 24 years of operation
• 3 faculties
• 22 degree courses I and II degree, including:
  – 9 kBA courses
  – 4 engineering courses
  – 6 MA courses
  – 3 uniform Master’s studies
• 25 specialization for I and II degree courses
• 20 postgraduate courses
• 19 professional development courses
• 11 Uczelnia Liderów titles
• almost 3000 students
• 25 000 graduates
• 36 900 m² of educational area
• 4 educational facilities
• 16 lecture halls
• 7 language labs
• 49 classrooms
• 17 laboratories
• 7 computer labs
• dormitory for 161 students
• 46 cooperation agreements with foreign universities in the Erasmus+ Program
• over 88 000 library volumes
• 45 electronic databases
The Association for the Development of the Witelon State University of Applied Sciences in Legnica „Academic Community” was registered in the National Court Registry in March 2001. The Association operates under the Act dated 7th April 1989 – Law of Associations.

The statute aim of the Association is organizing an environment of natural and legal persons which are interested in developing an academic center in Legnica based in the structures of the Witelon Collegium State University. The statute aims are material, scientific and research development of the University and activities in the environment of students, employees and other people who want to cooperate for education, volunteering work and shaping civic views.

The Association has a couple of different types of activities:

1. Public benefit organization activities – mainly through „Volunteer Program” aimed at care of the elderly and mobility disabled people. The Association has its own Volunteer Program” since 2004. The volunteers are mainly students of the humanities, future workers of the public, social and administrative services. Direct oversight falls to the Team for Volunteering which duty is to realize the „Volunteer Program”. At the beginning of every academic year volunteer candidates have training courses on the following topics:
   • legal aspects of volunteering,
   • practical psychological help,
   • work with the elderly,
   • the idea of volunteering,
   • work with children with behavioral disorders,
   • first aid,
   • assertiveness basics,
   • work with the disabled,
   • — work health and safety.

After completing the courses students receive information about volunteer job offers with private individuals and institutions looking for help.
2. Publishing and printing activities – the Association published almost 200 publications, and with the Publishing House of the Witelon Collegium State University over 150 titles with the overall circulation of a couple dozen thousand copies.


4. Commercial activities – running the Witelon Collegium State University Academic Bookshop.

5. Service activities – running a comprehensive student service for binding, photocopying and small printing.

6. Statute activities – scientific, scientific-technological, educational, cultural, environmental protection, charity and social help activities. Moreover, the Association, thanks to the profits from business activities, supports the Witelon Collegium State University in realizing aims stated in the Act on Higher Learning and Science and the University’s Statute.
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